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OBJECTIVE MEASUREMENTS OF IMAGE QUALITY
Abstract:
Tissue harmonic imaging (THI) and compound imaging have been reported clinically
to improve contrast resolution, tissue differentiation and overall image quality.
However, there have been limited studies to date to quantify objectively the
improvements in image quality achieved with these new imaging techniques. The aim
of this study was to quantify differences in image quality which exist between
conventional Bmode imaging, harmonic imaging, compound imaging and harmonic
compound imaging. An ATL HDI 5000 scanner with three probes (C52, L74 and
L125) was tested with two different types of test object, the GammexRMI model 404
GS LE and the GammexRMI 403 GS LE. The measurement limitations associated
with subjective analysis methods were not present in this study, since an automated
image analysis program was used to determine the image quality parameters therefore,
subtle differences between the four imaging modes could be detected. Significant
improvements in lateral resolution and slice thickness as a function of depth were
found with THI. Contrast resolution and anechoic target detection improved with
compound imaging, while harmonic compound imaging improved lateral resolution,
slice thickness as a function of depth and contrast resolution. (Email:
Jacinta.browne@northglasgow.scot.nhs.uk)
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Introduction
In recent years, diagnostic ultrasound image quality has greatly improved, due to
advances in technology and introduction of new techniques, such as compound
imaging and tissue harmonic imaging (Claudon et al 2002). Developments in
transducer design have resulted in transducers with greater bandwidth and sensitivity
(Averkiou et al 1997). Broadband transducers allow large bandwidth pulses to be
generated, which is vital for pulse inversion tissue harmonic imaging and also leads to
improvements in axial resolution. Tissue harmonic imaging (THI) is a realtime
ultrasound imaging technique which uses echoes at twice the transmitted frequency to
form the image, unlike conventional Bmode imaging which uses echoes at the
transmitted frequency to form the image (Desser and Jeffrey 2001). The higher
frequency harmonic signal is not present in the transmitted signal but is generated as it
propagates through tissue due to the phenomenon of nonlinear sound propagation.
Imaging with the harmonic signal means that the harmonic beam only passes once at
echo reception through the body wall and any fat that is present (Desser and Jeffrey
2001). THI has been reported to improve image quality, particularly in clinical
applications such as cardiology and abdominal imaging (Desser and Jeffrey 2001; Li
and Zagzebski 2000; Tranquart et al 1999; Averkiou et al 1997; Christopher 1997;
Ward et al 1997).

Realtime compound imaging has been made possible, only recently, due to the
substantial computational power of modern alldigital ultrasound systems, despite the
principles and benefits of it being known since the 1950s (Howry 1955). There are
two types of compound imaging, spatial compound imaging and frequency compound
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imaging. Spatial compound imaging involves acquiring a number of coplanar images
of the same object from different angles, and then combining them into a single
compound image (Entrekin et al 2000). Frequency compounding involves acquiring
images of the same object at different frequencies and then combining them into a
single compound image (Gatenby et al 1989). Spatial compound imaging has been
reported to improve contrast resolution, tissue differentiation and overall image quality
in breast imaging, vascular imaging and musculoskeletal imaging (Entrekin et al 2001;
Entrekin et al 2000; Jespersen et al 2000). Despite the above clinical studies being
conducted to evaluate the improvements in image quality, there have been limited
technical evaluations to provide quantitative information about the improvements in
image quality with THI, compound imaging and the newer technique of harmonic
compound imaging technique, combining both methods and introduced by ATL
Philips. The aim of this study was to quantify differences in image quality which exist
between conventional Bmode imaging, THI, compound imaging and harmonic
compound imaging.

METHODS
Image Quality Tests
The image quality parameters that were measured in the study were: (i) axial
resolution; (ii) lateral resolution; (iii) slice thickness; (iv) contrast resolution; (v)
anechoic target detection; and (vi) low contrast penetration depth. These image
quality test parameters were chosen for testing the ultrasound scanner in order to
obtain a full evaluation of its imaging capabilities, as recommended by a number of
professional bodies (Price 1995; Goodsitt et al 1998).
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Equipment
The ultrasound scanner used in this study was the HDI 5000 (Philips/ATL, Bothell,
USA), a highend system, dedicated for general ultrasound examinations with a
25 MHz (C52) curvilinear transducer, a 47 MHz (L74) linear transducer and a
512 MHz (L125) linear transducer. In addition to conventional Bmode imaging,
both the C52 and the L74 had tissue harmonic, compound and harmonic compound
imaging available, while the L125 had only compound imaging. The tissue harmonic
imaging (THI) mode on the HDI 5000 works by pulse inversion harmonics; it uses
realtime digital signal storage and phase cancellation techniques to create a harmonic
signal. “SonoCT” is ATLPhilips’ proprietary name for spatial compound imaging; it
works by averaging between three (survey mode) and nine (target mode) frames taken
with beams orientated at different angles within the same imaging field. HSonoCT is
an imaging technique which uses a combination of SonoCT imaging with THI. In this
study, nine frames were used throughout to optimise the image quality of SonoCT and
HSonoCT.

Tissue Mimicking Phantom
The L74 and L125 image quality measurements were performed using the
GammexRMI model 404GS LE small parts test object, whereas the C52 image
quality measurements were performed using the GammexRMI model 403GS LE
general purpose test object. The tissuemimicking material used in both phantoms was
an evaporatedmilkbased gel; its acoustic properties are listed in Table 1.
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Image Capture and Computerised Analysis
In order to evaluate the image quality of the three probes using the two test objects,
the following procedure was used. The appropriate target within the test object was
imaged firstly using conventional Bmode. The image was optimised and captured
using the systems own MO disk facility for offline analysis using a computerised
quality control testing system developed by the Medical Physics Dept., Nottingham
City Hospital (Gibson et al 2001). The next imaging mode was then activated, the
image was optimised again and captured. The C52 probe was tested with the
“AbdominalAbdo” preset, the L74 probe was tested with the “General –Generic”
preset and the L125 was tested with the “Small PartsThyroid” preset. The presets
chosen for the C52 and the L125 probes were those which have been optimised for
imaging the abdomen and the thyroid, respectively, and normally used clinically. The
L74 probe was normally used clinically to image the femoral artery; however, the
preset used in this study was General Generic, in order for the THI mode to be
available. There were three optimisation settings available for conventional Bmode
and THI: “Res” (optimisation in the near field of the image); “Gen” (optimisation over
the entire image field of view); and “Pen” (optimisation in the far field of the image).
The optimisation setting used for the conventional Bmode of all three probes was
“Gen”. The optimisation mode for C52 THI mode was also “Gen”; however, the
“Res” optimisation setting was used for the L74 THI mode, as this was the only
setting available. SonoCT and harmonic SonoCT (HSonoCT) had two modes,
“Survey” for target location with reasonable frame rate performance and “Target” for
optimal image quality. The latter mode was used for testing both SonoCT and
HSonoCT. The optimisation procedure for all modes involved adjusting the 2D gain
and the timegaincontrols, as well as choosing the appropriate number of focal zones
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to give the best possible image of the test object target under test. The position and
number of focal points were kept constant between modes. The acoustic power
settings used for the C52, the L74 and the L125 probes were MI = 1.3, MI = 0.6
and MI = 0.42, respectively. The MI and TIS values for the three different probes
changed automatically with each of the modes; in general, the MI values for the THI
mode, SonoCT mode and the HSonoCT mode were greater than the MI value for the
conventional Bmode. The probe was held in place throughout the test period of each
imaging mode using a clamp and retort stand. This process was repeated for each set
of the targets within the test object for the three probes.

Axial and Lateral Resolution, and Slice Thickness. Axial and lateral resolution and
slice thickness were measured by the automated image analysis program by drawing a
regionofinterest around the crosssectional image of the nylon filament targets and
measuring the fullwidth halfmaximum (FWHM) above the surrounding background
of the filament in both the axial and lateral direction. Slice thickness was assessed
using the Skolnick method (Skolnick, 1991). The vertical column of filaments was
imaged throughout the useful field of view; the probe was rotated through 45° and
held against an alignment marker to ensure accuracy. The uncertainty (95 %
confidence interval (CI)) in the measurement of these three parameters due to
reanalysis using the computerised quality control testing system (USQA) was ± 1.2 %
(axial resolution) and ± 1.5 % (lateral resolution and slice thickness); this represents
the uncertainty in comparison between different imaging modes with the probe
clamped.
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Contrast Resolution. Contrast resolution was measured using the automated image
analysis program, by selecting points at opposite positions of the contrast target’s
circumference. The program then drew two circles, one within the target and the other
outside the target. Contrast resolution was expressed as a visibility index of each of
the targets, by calculating the ratio of the difference of means between the target (Min)
and the background (Mout) area and the standard error (SE) between the two means
(eqn 1).

Visibility Index = [MinMout]/[SE]

(1)

The uncertainty (95 % CI) in the visibility index measurement due to reanalysis using
the USQA program was ± 3 %; this represents the uncertainty in comparison between
different imaging modes with the probe clamped.

Anechoic Target Detection Ability. Anechoic target detection was determined by the
automated image analysis program by drawing a regionofinterest around the array of
anechoic targets and calculating the correlation coefficient between the detected target
and an ideal target using a matched filter. The correlation coefficient R was then
transformed into Z according to eqn 2. Z is normally distributed, enabling the above
calculation of confidence interval from its standard deviation (Altman 1991).
Z = ½ ln[(1+R) / (1R)]

(2)

The uncertainty (95 % CI) in the anechoic target detection measurement due to
reanalysis using the USQA program was ± 1 %; this represents the uncertainty in
comparison between different imaging modes with the probe clamped.
7

Low Contrast Penetration Depth. Low contrast penetration depth was measured by
the automated image analysis program by capturing two images in quick succession,
the only difference between them being the electronic noise present. A
regionofinterest was drawn around an area free from targets and the low contrast
penetration depth was determined as the point at which the ratio between speckle and
noise (SNR) fell below a specified threshold value of 2.5, determined by the minimum
signaltonoise ratio of 2.5 to 5 necessary to distinguish weak echoes from noise
(Gibson et al 2001). The uncertainty (95 % CI) in the low contrast penetration depth
measurement due to reanalysis using the USQA program was ± 4 %; this represents
the uncertainty in comparison between different imaging modes with the probe
clamped.

RESULTS
The performance of conventional Bmode, THI, SonoCT and HSonoCT imaging
modes for three probes of the HDI 5000 were evaluated objectively using a
computerised quality control testing system. The performance results for the different
imaging modes for the three probes, C52, L74 and L125 of the HDI 5000 are
presented in Figs. 1 to 13.
Axial Resolution
The axial resolution of the C52, L74 and L125 probes as a function of depth in
either the general purpose (model 403LE GS) or the small parts (model 404LE GS)
test objects can be seen in Figs. 1 to 3.
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THI Mode. A modest improvement (p<0.05) in axial resolution was observed for the
C52 probe with THI (Fig. 1). The L74 probe had a more significant improvement
(p<0.05) in axial resolution with THI after a depth of 30 mm.
SonoCT Mode. The SonoCT mode for all three probes were found to be similar to
that of the conventional Bmode.
HSonoCT Mode. HSonoCT mode was found to have similar axial resolution to that
of conventional Bmode for the C52 probe while, for the L74 probe, the axial
resolution with the HSonoCT mode was worse (p<0.05) than that of conventional
Bmode up to a depth of 40 mm, at which point it improved and was better than that
of conventional Bmode (Figs. 1 and 2).

Lateral Resolution
The lateral resolution of the C52, L74 and L125 probes as a function of depth in
either the general purpose (model 403LE GS) or the small parts (model 404LE GS)
test objects can be seen in Figs. 4 to 6.
THI Mode. A significant improvement (p<0.05) in lateral resolution was observed for
the C52 probe with THI (Fig. 4). The L74 probe also had a significant improvement
(p<0.05) in lateral resolution after a depth of 30 mm with THI.
SonoCT Mode. For all three probes the lateral resolution of SonoCT mode was worse
(p<0.05) than that of conventional Bmode (Figs. 4 to 6).
HSonoCT Mode. Modest improvements (p<0.05) in lateral resolution compared with
conventional Bmode for the C52 and the L74 probes were observed with HSonoCT
after 100 mm and 45 mm respectively (Figs. 4 and 5).
Slice Thickness
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The average slice thickness of the C52, L74 and L125 probes as a function of depth
in either the general purpose (model 403LE GS) or the small parts (model 404LE GS)
test objects can be seen in Figs. 7 to 9.
THI Mode. Significant improvements (p<0.05) for the C52 probe and the L74
probes were observed in the slice thickness with THI.
SonoCT Mode. The slice thickness of the SonoCT modes for all three probes were
worse (p<0.05) than that of the conventional Bmode.
HSonoCT Mode. Significant improvements (p<0.05) in slice thickness were observed
with HSonoCT for the C52 and the L74 probes (Figs. 7 and 8).
Contrast resolution
The contrast resolution results of the C52, L74 and L125 probes for the different
greyscale targets in either the general purpose (model 403LE GS) or the small parts
(model 404LE GS) test objects can be seen in Figs. 10 to 12.
THI Mode. The contrast resolution visibility indices for the C52 and L74 THI
modes were worse (p<0.05) than that of the conventional Bmode visibility indices
(Figs. 10 to 13).
SonoCT Mode. For all three probes, the contrast resolution visibility indices of
SonoCT mode were better (p<0.05) than that of conventional Bmode (Figs. 10 to
12).
HSonoCT Mode. For the C52 and L74 probes, the contrast resolution visibility
indices of the HSonoCT mode was better (p<0.05) than that of the conventional
Bmode visibility indices (Figs. 10 and 11).
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Anechoic Target Detection
The anechoic target detection results of the C52, L74 and L125 probes for the
anechoic targets as a function of depth in either the general purpose (model
403LE GS) or the small parts (model 404LE GS) test objects can be seen in
Tables 2 to 4.
THI Mode. For the C52 and L74 probes, the ability to detect the anechoic targets of
variable sizes and at increasing depths was in general worse (p<0.05) with the THI
mode than that of the conventional Bmode (Tables 2 and 3).
SonoCT Mode. For all three probes, the ability to detect the anechoic targets of
variable sizes and at increasing depths was in general better (p<0.05) with the SonoCT
mode than that of the conventional Bmode (Tables 2 to 4).
HSonoCT Mode. For the C52 and L74 probes, the ability to detect the anechoic
targets of variable sizes and at increasing depths was either similar to or better
(p<0.05) than that of the conventional Bmode (Tables 2 and 3).
Low Contrast Penetration Depth
The low contrast penetration depth results of the C52, L74 and L125 probes in
either the general purpose (model 403LE GS) or the small parts (model 404LE GS)
test objects can be seen in Fig. 13.
THI Mode. The low contrast penetration depth with THI mode for both the C52 and
L74 probes was found to be worse (p<0.05) than that of the conventional Bmode
(Fig. 13).
SonoCT Mode. The low contrast penetration depth with the SonoCT mode was found
to be similar or slightly better (p<0.05) than that of the conventional Bmode (Fig. 13).
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HSonoCT Mode. The low contrast penetration depth with HSonoCT mode for both
the C52 and L74 probes was found to be worse (p<0.05) than that of the
conventional Bmode (Fig. 13).

DISCUSSION
The performance of conventional Bmode, THI, SonoCT and HSonoCT imaging
modes of the C52, L74 and L125 probes of the HDI 5000 ultrasound scanner were
objectively evaluated, using a computerised quality control testing system. THI
improved the overall spatial resolution of the C52 and L74 probes compared with the
conventional Bmode. SonoCT greatly improved the contrast resolution and the
anechoic target detection of the three probes tested. HSonoCT improved the overall
spatial resolution and the anechoic target detection of the C52 and L74 probes.
The improvements in axial resolution with THI mode compared with the conventional
Bmode is likely to be due to the higher frequency of the returning harmonic pulse or
the shorter pulse length. The improvements which were found for lateral resolution
and slice thickness for THI and HSonoCT can be attributed to reduced second
harmonic beam width (Ward et al 1997). The improvements in lateral resolution and
slice thickness for the L74 probe with THI were only present after a depth of 40 mm,
which is most likely the point at which harmonic generation became significant. The
improvements found in lateral resolution and slice thickness are consistent with the
improvements in overall image quality which have been reported in clinical studies.
Limited improvements in spatial resolution with SonoCT mode compared with the
conventional Bmode were found for the C52, L74 or L125 probes. These results
were expected, since neither the pulse length nor beam width are altered by using
SonoCT; however, for the C52 probe at depth where the scan line density is
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decreased and interpolation of the scan lines is needed, the compounded image should
demonstrate an improvement in lateral resolution.

Tissue harmonic imaging did not improve contrast resolution or anechoic target
detection compared with the conventional Bmode for either the C52 or L74 probes.
These results do not correlate with the reported improvements in contrast resolution
and lesion detection across a wide range of clinical applications (Puls et al 2000;
Tanaka et al 2000; Tranquart et al 1999; Shapiro et al 1998). In particular, THI has
been reported as having improved anechoic lesion detectability and low contrast lesion
detectability obtainable from patients who are difficult to image with conventional
Bmode (Desser and Jeffrey 2001). The absence of improvements in contrast
resolution and anechoic target detection with THI may be due to the choice of the test
objects used in this study. The test objects used were of simple homogeneous design
with no fatmimicking layers, therefore, causing no phase aberration or distortion in the
beam as would be found invivo. THI improves the clinical image quality invivo by
passing only once through the body wall and the fat layers, thus reducing the effects of
phase aberrations. A future study evaluating the image quality performance of THI
should include the use of a test object that simulates the body wall and fat layers.
Furthermore, the tissue harmonic images from the C52 and L74 probes appeared to
be darker and noisier than the conventional Bmode image, thereby reducing the ability
to detect anechoic targets (Figs. 14 and 15). This may be a result of the harmonic
signal being at least 20 dB lower than the fundamental signal, resulting in a lower
dynamic range for the harmonic signal (Desser et al 2000). The increased noise
recorded by the system could be due to the need for increased receiver sensitivity to
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pick up low amplitude harmonic signals, as well as the need to widen the bandwidth
(Ward et al 1997; Desser et al 2000).

SonoCT was found to improve substantially both contrast resolution and anechoic
target detection for the three probes tested. The improvement in contrast resolution
and anechoic detection with SonoCT is based on averaging images of the same object
but acquired from different view angles (Entrekin et al 2000). If N frames are acquired
from sufficiently different view angles, the frametoframe speckle patterns will be
uncorrelated and averaging these frames will increase the signaltonoise ratio (SNR)
by a factor of ÖN and, thus, the detectability of a variable contrast or anechoic target.
The detectability of variable contrast or anechoic target is a function of spatial
resolution, statistical properties of speckle pattern in the target and background, as
well as the target contrast and size. The effect of spatial compounding on the variable
contrast or anechoic target detectability should also be increased by a factor of ÖN
(where N=9), therefore increasing the visibility index of contrast targets and the Z
coefficient of anechoic targets. However, the transmit and receive apertures of the C5
2, L74 and the L125 probes of the HDI 5000 are reported as being the same for both
conventional Bmode and SonoCT, therefore the actual gain in speckle reduction is
modest compared with the theoretical estimates (Entrekin et al 2000).

The low contrast penetration depth decreased with THI and HSonoCT compared with
the conventional Bmode for the C52 and L74 probes; these results were as expected
and due to the lower amplitude of the received second harmonic. SonoCT had similar
low contrast penetration to the conventional Bmode for all three probes.
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Conclusions
In this paper, differences between the performance of conventional Bmode, THI,
SonoCT and HSonoCT imaging modes of the HDI 5000 were objectively evaluated
using a computerised quality control testing system. The measurement limitations
associated with subjective analysis methods were not present in this study, since an
automated image analysis program was used to determine the image quality
parameters; therefore, subtle differences between the four imaging modes could be
detected. It was found that THI improved the spatial resolution of the C52 and L74
probes, in particular, lateral resolution and slice thickness. No improvements in
contrast resolution or anechoic target detection were observed with the THI mode
compared with that of the conventional Bmode for the C52 and L74 probes; further
work needs to be carried out to determine whether the use of fat layers will result in
improved contrast resolution or anechoic detection with the use of THI. THI was
found to cause a decrease in penetration depth of both of these probes tested. SonoCT
was found to improve the contrast resolution and the anechoic target detection of the
C52, L74 and L125 probes. HSonoCT was found to improve the spatial resolution,
contrast resolution and anechoic target detection of the C52 and L74 probes, a
combination of the improvements found for THI mode and SonoCT.
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Table 1. Reported Acoustic Data of the 403LE GS and 404LE GS test phantom
tissuemimicking material.
Tissuemimicking

Speed of sound

Attenuation coefficient

Nonlinearity

material

(m/s)

(dB/cmMHz)

parameter

Condensed milk gel

1540

0.7

6.6

(Model 403GS LE)

@ 2 – 18 MHz

@ 2  18 MHz

(Model 404GS LE)

Table 2. Zcoefficient of three different anechoic targets (cyst size: 6 mm, 4 mm
and 2 mm) as a function of depth for the four modes of the C52 probe in the
general purpose test object. (Focal points at 30, 70 110 and 180 mm.)
Cyst size – Depth
(mm)

Bmode

THI mode

(mm)

SonoCT

HSonoCT

mode

mode

6

30

1.31

1.14

1.33

1.32

6

80

1.19

1.09

1.23

1.24

6

140









4

30

1.26

1.04

1.33

1.19

4

80

1.22

1.12

1.33

1.29

4

140









2

30

0.81

0.71

0.7

1.07

2

80

0.74



0.85

0.77

2

140
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Table 3. Zcoefficient of three different anechoic targets (cyst size: 4 mm, 2 mm
and 1 mm) as a function of depth for the four modes of the L74 probe in the
small parts test object. (Focal points at 35, 45 55 and 70 mm.)
Cyst size Depth

Bmode

THI mode

SonoCT

HSonoCT

mode

mode

(mm)

(mm)

4

10

1.01

0.89

1.1

1.32

4

35

1.08

0.95

1.19

1.06

4

60

0.57







2

10

0.91

0.95

1.18

1.24

2

35

0.89

0.92

0.98

0.99

2

60

0.44







1

10

0.81

0.75

1.03

1.07

1

35

0.68

0.68

0.79

0.86

1

60

0.57
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Table 4. Zcoefficient of three different anechoic target (cyst size: 4 mm, 2 mm
and 1 mm) as a function of depth for the two modes of the L125 probe in the
small parts test object. (Focal points at 30, 40 and 60 mm.)

Cyst size
(mm)

Depth

Bmode

(mm)

SonoCT
mode

4

10

1.09

1.33

4

35

1.05

1.12

4

60





2

10

1.08

1.25

2

35

1.04

1.24

2

60





1

10

0.79

1.16

1

35

0.75

0.92

1

60
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Fig. 1. Axial resolution as a function of depth of the C52 probe four different modes
in the Model 403GS LE test object. (Focal points @ 30, 70 110 and 180mm)
Fig. 2. Axial resolution as a function of depth of the L74 probe four different modes in
the Model 404GS LE test object. (Focal points @ 35, 45 55 and 70 mm)
Fig. 3. Axial resolution as a function of depth of the L125 probe two different modes
in the Model 404LE test object. (Focal points @ 30, 40 and 60 mm)
Fig. 4. Lateral resolution as a function of depth of the C52 probe four different modes
in the Model 403LE test object. (Focal points @ 30, 70 110 and 180mm)
Fig.5. Lateral resolution as a function of depth of the L74 probe four different modes
in the Model 404LE test object. (Focal points @ 35, 45 55 and 70 mm)
Fig. 6. Lateral resolution as a function of depth of the L125 probe two different
modes in the Model 404LE test object. (Focal points @ 30, 40 and 60 mm)
Fig. 7. Slice thickness as a function of depth of the C52 probe four different modes in
the Model 403LE test object. (Focal points @ 30, 70 110 and 180mm)
Figure 8. Slice thickness as a function of depth of the L74 probe four different modes
in the Model 404LE test object. (Focal points @ 35, 45 55 and 70 mm)
Fig. 9. Slice thickness as a function of depth of the L125 probe two different modes in
the Model 404LE test object. (Focal points @ 30, 40 and 60 mm)
Fig. 10. Contrast Resolution of the C52 probe four different modes for the Model
403GS LE test object. (Focus @ 60mm)
Fig. 11. Contrast Resolution of the L74 probe four different modes for the Model
404GS LE test object. (Focus @ 29mm)
Fig. 12. Contrast Resolution of the L125 probe two different modes for the Model
404GS LE test object. (Focus @ 29mm)
Fig. 13. Low Contrast Penetration Depth Results of the C52, L74 and L125 probe
four different modes in the Model 403GS LE and Model 404GS LE test objects.
Fig.14. L74 Bmode image of the 12dB and 6dB contrast targets in the Model
404GS LE test object.
Fig. 15. L74 THI image of the 12dB and 6dB contrast targets in the Model 404GS
LE test object.
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